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As the progress of the European integration process is concerned, its key 
characteristics -  an increasingly intensive cooperation between more and 
more Member States, covering an increasing number of policies -  are 
usually emphasised. It is quite obvious: the ultimate goal of the European 
Community, a system of institutions established as a result of an 
integration process initiated among the Western European states after 
World War 11, is '/o enxnre /Ac <?co/?ow;'c o/iJ xocA?/ /jrcg/r.s'.s' q/ /A<?/T 
coHH/r/ay Ay coM/wo;? <r/c7;'o/; /o c/AnA;c/c /Ac Aa/'/'/cr.s' wA/cA rA'v/r/c
& C O /2 C . ' '

Although we tend to analyse the common policies, decisions and 
efforts and consequently, emphasise the development of joint action by the 
Communities, in a great part of literature on the European Union as well 
as in the related university courses, relatively little importance is attached 
to the phenomena that show the progress of certain Member States or the 
abstention of others in various areas of Community cooperation. 
Examples indicating certain Member States' individual attitude towards 
various areas of integration, have been regarded as exceptions so far, and 
literature has also paid little attention to them. However, it is worth 
looking at the phenomenon 'closer and enhanced cooperation', or rather 
its specific provisions in the Treaties establishing the European Union as 
well as its appearance in the Treaty of Amsterdam and the Treaty of Nice 
because the forthcoming accession by the Eastern European countries may 
redraw the existing system of institutions as well as their scope for action 
and opportunities to a great extent, despite the failure to implement the 
institutional reform much talked of, and the previous exception may 
become a fundamental principle of the EU.

Nevertheless, it must also be mentioned that the above expressions 
can be related to the content of a concept giving a comprehensive 
description of the phenomenon and widely known in Eurojargon.



'Differentiated integration' is the most comprehensive /crw /o e.yprc&s' /Ac 
pAc//o//?c/?o/? /Ac/ /Acre /??/'gA/ Ac 7A'//c/*c/;cc.s' Ac/wcc/? /Ac Me/??Ae/* .S/c/c.s* A? 
/C.3//CC/ q/ /Ac c/7p//cc/7 0 M q/' /Ac Zf///o/7cc// U/Ao/; .'s' qcA'c/'c.y, /Ac 
/7C///C//7C//0// A? 3ccA /70/A/c.s ccr/ /Ac A?/e/;.s'Av q/* coopc/Y/A'c//. This 
generic concept integrates a number of weii-known concepts and 
expressions which carry this meaning with shghtiy different content. 
These are: doubte- or muiti-speed Europe, gradua) integration, ffexibie 
cooperation, ctoser cooperation, opt out -  opt in, the Europe of concentric 
circtes, integration of variabie geometry, a )a carte Europe, etc. i wih 
return to these oid expressions, and the differences in their content, at the 
end of this study.

Neverthetess, ! find it necessary to mention that f wouid not tike to 
exaggerate the importance of differentiated integration in the current 
structure of the European Union. The study focusing on the signs of 
differentiated integration picks these aspects out of their context, and thus 
distorts the image of the European Union itsetf. The founding Treaties and 
amendments sti!) have the fundamenta) intention to foster the creation of 
the conditions of cooperation covering at) Member States, thus ensuring 
batanced devetopment of the Member States as wet) as economic cohesion 
and sociat stabitity. Throughout the study, t examine the question whether 
it is possibte in the future to maintain efforts aimed at convergence 
between the EU Member States (in economic, sociat, environmentat etc. 
areas) or to the contrary, it is inevitabte that the cooperation of varying 
intensity teads to the continuation, or in the tong run the deepening of 
differences between the Member States.-

tn the Erst part of the study, t review those etements of the Treaties 
that contain references rotating to differentiated integration impticitty or 
expticitty, such as the provisions of the Treaty of Amsterdam and the 
Treaty of Nice ctoser and enhanced cooperation. The second part ibcuses 
on the anatysis of what on poticy areas are exetuded or attowed as the 
ground of differentiated integration, and consequentty what aspects in 
Community cooperation might change. The third part dehneates possibte 
scenarios that can be imptemented as a resutt of differentiated integration 
in the European Union during the next tew years.
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!. Ctoscr cooperation in the Treaties

1.1. Signs of closer cooperation from the Treat) of Rome to the Single 
European Act

The provision in the Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic 
Community, which might seem to be relevant at the first sight, cannot be 
related to the phenomenon of differentiated integration. According to 
Article 233 (306), the provisions of the Treaty 'xAr/// no/ /n'oc/nc/e /Ae 
ax7.?/<?nce or C0 /M/7/0 //0 /? o/ rogfona/ nn/on.s Au/wue/? anr/
¿axo/n6oM7g, o/* Ae/u'cen Ro/g/a/n. Taxe/n/vnog aar/ /Ae Aa/Ae/Vaar/x,' /o 
/Ac ax/oa/ /Aa/ /Aa oA/'aa//va.s' q/' /Aa.sa rag/ona/ a/aoa.s- <r/o ao/ a//aa/ /Aa 
n/7qA'aa//on o/"/Aa 7/'aa/r.' In general, we can draw a parallel between this 
provision and Article 5 of the Treaty, according to which the Member 
states should take all appropriate measures to ensure fulfilment of the 
obligations arising out of the Treaty, and they should abstain from any 
measure that could jeopardise or hinder the attainment of the objectives of 
the Treaty. However, the concept of differentiated integration does not 
include activities of the Member States, whether or not relating to 
cooperation between even several Member States, which are implemented 
outside the framework of the Treaty as far as they do not affect any 
common activity, ft seems that there was no need for differentiated 
integration in the first, balanced period of the European Community, until 
the early 1970s. This was due to the fact that, amidst continuous economic 
expansion, it was not necessary for certain Member States to take a more 
active part, while others are slower, in the Community policies. This was 
due to the fact that such policies (common agricultural policy, customs 
union, etc.) were introduced during this period that constituted an essence 
of the Founding Treaties. The situation fundamentally changed owing to 
the financial and oil crises at the beginning of the seventies as well as the 
first enlargement of the Community (Great Britain, Ireland and Denmark, 
1972.) The following period is referred to as europcssimism in the history 
of the Community because it seemed that Member States did not find the 
way out in of the crisis via the deepening of the integration process. 
Making decisions became more and more difficult with the participation 
of nine Member States. It was the first time that Willy Brandt, then 
resigned chancellor of the FRG, had told at the conference of the French 
organisation of the European Movement in Paris in November 1974 that
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the devetopment of the Conununity might be accelerated if the 
economicatty stronger Member States had the opportunity to strengthen 
cooperation within the framework of the Community.  ̂In order to put the 
appearance of this concept in an international poiitica) context, we must 
note that several boid plans encouraged further development of the system 
of Community institutions and the economic integration were created at 
the end of the sixties. Originally, the enthusiasm was driven by that in 
1969 Georges Pompidou was elected the President of France, a politician 
who had much more sympathy with the European integration process than 
his predecessor, de Gaulle. At that time, the institution of European 
Political Cooperation (EPC) was established for the implementation of 
intergovernmental cooperation in the Held of foreign affairs, and the large- 
scale project aimed at the creation of the economic and financial union 
could be launched based on the Werner Plan. The idea of a political union 
was in the air and the idea of tightening economic and political 
connections was not scrapped either amidst the escalating world economic 
crisis. The development of a possible reform concept in the spirit of 
finding the way out was assigned to Leo Tindemans, Prime Minister of 
Belgium. He, in his report submitted to the European Council in 
December 1975, tried to outline a concept for the modernisation of the 
Community's institutions that was adapted to the critical situation.^ 
According to a proposal of this report on the implementation of an 
economic and monetary union, in case of the development of the 
Community and the introduction of specific new policies, it should be 
allowed for Member States being able to develop to make progress and for 
Member States having due reason not to make progress. At the same time, 
such countries may be supported by the other Member States so that they 
can reach the level of the other Member States, and they may participate 
in the evaluation of the results of the policy concerned in the common 
institutions.

Thus, according to the proposal of Tindemans, the economic and 
monetary union could be introduced in those Member States that were 
capable of this and those Member States falling behind could join the 
process later with the necessary support of the others, as envisaged by the 
Werner Plan. The report refers to Article 233 as an explanation and 
justification of the fulfilment of the fundamental principles of the Treaty. 
This concept was not accepted by the leaders of the Member States, and 
was actually left aside: the idea of differentiated integration was also
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struck off from the agenda for a few years. Although politicians and 
experts (Margaret Thatcher, Jacques Delors, Ralph Dahrendorf) proposed 
this concept as a solution for the current problems of the Community and 
it emerged in various institutions of the European Community from time 
to time during the seventies and eighties, progress was brought by the mid
eighties: the restart of the deepening process of the integration process.

Differentiated integration was included not yet using this expression 
in the statute upon the first modification of the Founding Treaties in order 
to facilitate the creation of the single internal market. According to Article 
8/C of the Single European Act (Article 15 of the Amsterdam Treaty),

A vAezz z /zu w z 'zzg  u p  / A  p ro p o .sv //.S ' u z7 /z  u  v i e w  t o  z'zzz/zAzzzczz/zzzg //z<? 
z 'zzA z/zu / zzzuzA e/, //?<? Cozzz/zzA.sz'rzzz ,s7?u// ZuAc z'zz/o u rco zzzzZ  ?/;<? e^ Z czz / q / 7 / z g  
q//oz*Z z/zuz c<?/Auzzz CGozzo/zz/'as' .s7zou z 'z ;g  <r//7/Gz*ezzcev zzz cA F e/oy zzzczzZ  u '/7 /  
/ z u v e  t o  .szz.sZuzzz z/zzzz'zzg t / ; o  /z c z z 'o z / q /  ev F u A /A /zz zz ^ u / o /  t/;<? zzz/ez*zzu/ / u o /  A o t 
u /z A  z7 /w o -  p / 'o p o . s o  o p p /* o p /7 o t o  p /o v A /o z / .s * . / /  tA o .so  p / o p o . s o A  to A e  //;<? 
/uz'zzz o /  cA zvzgu /zozz . z /ze y  zzzzz.s/ A e  o /  to /z /p o /  o / y  zzuU zze u zz r / zzzzzvZ c o u v e  t /z e  
/c u . s t  po.s*.sz7)/c < r/A t;z /7 zo /;c c  t o  t/z c  /zz/zctzozzz'zzg q /  t /z c  co /zz/zzo /z  /zzuz A ct. '<*

Therefore, the provision allowing derogation states that the 
derogation must be of a temporary nature. The aim is to eliminate any 
permanent difference between the Member States and achieve 
convergence between the levels of development of Member States 
through the application of temporary derogation. According to another 
two important phrases, temporary measures should cause the least 
possible disturbance to the functioning of the common market as the other 
countries regards, and differentiation may be ordered by the Council based 
on the proposal of the Commission only. Thus, in this case, discrimination 
is not at the discretion of the Member States themselves nor do they intend 
to disturb the process of integration. To the contrary: their goal is to 
reinforce this process.

This objective is also indicated by two other amendments. According 
to 100/A(4) of the Single European Act, the Member States may apply 
national provisions relating to protection of the environment, social and 
other important interest during the implementation of the common market. 
This article guarantees that a Member State can indicate if the 
implementation of any Community harmonisation provision aimed at the 
creation of the common market should prove to be difficult, and it can 
apply its own national provision to resolve this problem. However, it 
should notify the Commission of such provisions, and the Commission
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makes certain if the provisions do not entait hidden protectionism; if the 
Commission makes certain the contrary, the Court of Justice may enforce 
it. Here, the point is the protection mechanism and own initiative of the 
Member States but the uttimate goat is the introduction of the Community 
with the teast problems, i.e. common market, white minimising shocks for 
the Member States. !n this case, the possibihty of differentiating between 
the forms of cooperation does not mean the independence of the Member 
States but a pragmatic toot of the further devetopment of the integration 
process. !n order to further objectives of the Community, the 
imptementation of the common market and the convergence of economic 
devetopment, it attows the Member States to appty temporary 
postponement and speciat measures subject to submission or supervision 
by the European Committee so that serious economic or sociat conflicts 
caused by differences between Member States can be avoided. Another 
provision, Articte t30k (168), of the Singte European Act indicates a 
different intention compared to the two other phrases, atthough it refers to 
a narrow area that can be considered even peripherat. As research and 
devetopment is concerned, the Treaty attows decisions to be made on 
supptementary programmes during the imptementation of a muttiannual 
R&D framework programme, invotving the participation of certain 
Member States onty, which shoutd finance them subject to possibte 
Community participation.^

Consequentty, certain Member States of the Community may make 
agreement on tightening their cooperation in the fietd of research and 
devetopment on an intergovernmentat basis as wet), and this is the first 
time that cooperation at different tevets has been attowed between the 
Member States within the framework of the Community. This atready 
means the possibihty of'making headway' by certain Member States, and 
we can no tonger speak about any temporary measure or any objective 
aimed at a tong-term improvement of other Member States.

1.2. Signs of closer cooperation in the Treaty of Maastricht

The Maastricht Treaty on the European Union (TEU) ensures the 
imptementation of differentiated integration in practice, without any 
fundamenta} principte yet, invotving specific measures and key poticies. 
These devetopments indicating the breaking-up of unity among the
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Member States were given much media attention in those days, it is worth 
examining the programme of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) 
to find out more about the differences in cooperation among Member 
States as wei) as the fietd of socia! affairs, whiic briefly referring to the 
opportunities of differentiation in the second and third pi) tars of the Treaty.

Aithough f cannot anaiyse the road to the introduction of the common 
currency and its generai circumstances in this paper, it is worth 
mentioning some factors that have ied to the reinforcing of differentiated 
integration in this area. The European Community had !2 Member States 
after 1986: however, the accession of countries like Greece, Portugal and 
Spain required the diversification of the means and methods of 
cooperation because of the economic development of those countries. 
Although this fact could also justify the above-mentioned amendments of 
the Single European Act, it caused a more serious problem when the 
integration process reached an even higher level. However, in order to 
ensure the functioning of the single market, it seemed unavoidable to 
support the connections between the economies of the Member States by 
increased cooperation in finances, and the world economic position of the 
unifying Europe also seemed to be strengthened by changing the 
integration process into the gear of the economic union/ In this paper, the 
nature of cooperation, its of different quality between the Member States 
is important. According to the TEU and the related protocols, the 
regulation of the Economic and Monetary Union is widely different from 
the previous practice of the Community. The idea of differentiated 
integration appears in the provisions of TEU relating to the Economic and 
Monetary Union (TEU 109. TA 112-124) to an extent that it regulates in 
detail the responsibilities of the Member States that do not fulfil, by the 
beginning of the third stage of the EMU, the rigorous financial 
requirements referred to as convergence criteria.'' These Member States 
arc called 'Member States with derogation' by the Treaty, i.e. it presumes 
that there will be Member States that abstain from the new policy. The 
European Commission and the European Central Bank reviews the 
economic performance of these Member States every second year, but any 
Member State belonging to this group may request a review any time and 
practically join the group of the EMU member states whenever it meets 
the criteria. The Member States also undertook it in the Protocol of TEU 
on entering the third stage of the Economic and Monetary Union that all 
of them would promote this large-scale Community project.
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However, we can find sonic difference compared to the reguiation in 
connection with the introduction of the singte market in the Singie 
European Act: here there are institutiona) consequences of abstention for 
the Member States with derogation. According to Articie 109k (5) [122 
(5)], the voting rights of Member States with a derogation should be 
suspended for decisions on measures aimed at handling the budgetary 
deficit of the participating Member States and regulating the issue of 
banknotes, the Member States may not participate in the European System 
of Central Banks, may not vote at the election of the Board of Directors of 
the European Central Bank (ECB) and their officials may not be members 
thereof, nor may they be member of the ECB's Board of Governors. The 
rationale behind the latter provisions is that Member States with 
derogation maintain the independence of their national banks and thus 
they can implement their own monetary policies in accordance with their 
national legislations, while, of course, keeping continuous connection 
with the ECB.

The above-mentioned provisions almost predict the subsequent 
theoretical regulation of closer cooperation. The Member States confirmed 
that they were committed to the implementation of the common goal, and 
they could gradually join this important Community policy based on their 
state of development. Therefore, differentiation provides the less 
developed Member States with the opportunity of preparation, which 
promotes the interest of the entire Community and in the long run, the 
EMU membership of all Member States.

This new development in connection with differentiated integration is 
due to the declaration of derogation of Great Britain and Denmark, 
because this is definite separation of merely political nature which not at 
all means undertaking cooperation with other Member States. The two 
countries insisted that the protocol attached to the treaty should contain 
their intention that they do not wish to join the Economic and Monetary 
Union without evaluating their preparedness. The protocol refers to the 
requirement of the Parliament's related decision in case of Great Britain 
and the necessity of referendum in Denmark, and it also confirms that 
these countries arc not obliged to enter the third stage of EMU if those 
requirements are not met. Both countries can participate in the relevant 
activities of the Community institutions in accordance with the provisions 
relating to Member States with a derogation. This case is important as the 
appearance of differentiated integration because this is the first time that
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certain Member States have not been participating in a Community poticy 
set in the Founding Treaty because of the absence of pohticai wii) and not 
because of !ack of preparedness. Although there is a chance of joining the 
common intention, time factor is not the most important eiement of 
abstention. The point is that Great Britain and Denmark 'made a selection' 
from the new Community policies to be introduced and they did not 
choose the ones from the 'menu' which they found unfavourable".

The Protocol on social policy gives an even more tangible picture of 
the reinforcing of the phenomenon of differentiated integration in the 
European Union, fn this case, the Member States could experience Great 
Britain's separation again, though not without precedents: this country 
indicated that it did not agree with reinforcing the Community's social role 
as early as 1989. It did not join the Community declaration 
CAcrrter o/ .Soc/rv/ A7'g/;/.s' o/ ffo/'Ac/'v (not going beyond
the field of xp/? /cor), adopted by the other eleven Member States. Great 
Britain also indicated its abstention from social policy on signing the 
Maastricht Treaty as well, which resulted in the implementation of a 
special solution: as opposed to the opt-out of the Economic and Monetary 
Union, which is still a policy and was included in the text of the Treaty 
under pressure of the other Member States, in this case a protocol and an 
attached Social Policy Agreement ensured the framework of cooperation 
for the eleven Member States. Of course, the ac-pi/A created up to that time 
remained in effect in the field of social affairs.'- Although Great Britain 
accepted the Community's intentions in connection with social policy in 
1997 and a separate social chapter could be created within the framework 
of the Amsterdam Treaty (and as a result, the dual nature of the 
Community social legislation was eliminated), it is worth mentioning this 
period of few years in connection with differentiated integration.

The second and third pillar of the European Union newly introduced 
by the Maastricht Treaty also contains elements relating to differentiated 
integration. The basically intergovernmental regulation of the common 
foreign and security policy makes it possible that Member States cannot 
cooperate with the others in certain areas, in this chapter may look for 
other solutions (Article j.7). It also allows two or more Member States to 
establish closer cooperation with each other in the field of foreign affairs 
and security policy, which can be allowed only if it does not affect the 
interests of the entire Union [Article J4(5)]. The Member States joined the 
Schengen Agreement, falling within the framework of cooperation
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concerning interna) affairs and )ega) administration betonging to the third 
pillar, and sti)) not at) Member States regard them as comp)ete)y binding.'^ 
Since these areas of cooperation fat) outside the framework of the first 
pittar of supranationai nature, the existence of unity seemed tess 
fundamenta).

f.3. Differentiated integration in the Treaties of Amsterdam and Nice

The aforementioned two deveiopments of the Treaty of Maastricht meant 
fundamenta) chahenges to the entire system of Community institutions. 
The question arose: what wit) happen if even more Member States wit) be 
unabte to maintain the unity of cooperation in even more cases? There was 
a need to introduce a genera) system of rutes for such cases; therefore, 
apart from the genera) direction of institutiona) reform, the entry into the 
third stage of the Economic and Monetary Union and the solution to 
prob)ems raised by the eastern entargement, this issue was one of the most 
important topics of the next Intergovernmental Conference (Torino, 
1996/97) preparing the next amendment to the Treaty. The preparatory 
report pubiished in December )995 recommended the Intergovernmental 
Conference to formutate the muttistage integration using the regutation in 
such a manner that it shoutd not )et cooperation fat) apart.)nteresting)y, 
the concept of differentiated integration, quite widespread in the literature, 
is often substituted by the term flexibility in the report and in the usage of 
politicians'-, which is defined as follows: differentiation is to be used as a 
)ast resort and shoutd be temporary, it must not affect already operating 
Community policies, and no harm must be done to the existing aciyuA and 
the institutional system. Moreover, the report states that the extent of 
differentiation can be different within different pillars.

The Treaty of Amsterdam (TA), finally accepted in 1997 and having 
taken effect in 1999, created the general framework that applies to the 
future application of differentiated integration and concerning which it 
can be stated to practically generalize and put on a contract conceptual 
base the provisions applied in practice by the UK and Denmark already in 
the Treaty of Maastricht. The new concept of differentiated integration 
was given the name The Treaty on the European Union
generally defines closer cooperation and introduces the same to the third 
pillar (i.e. in police and judicial cooperation in criminal cases) as well. On
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the basis of the amendment to the Treaty estabiishing the European 
Community, reievant provisions can be introduced in the first pitiar as 
wetU'. The genera) provisions of TEC determine the conditions to be met 
so that ctoser cooperation can be started (Artic)es 43 to 45). Accordingly, 
the aim of ctoser cooperation shoutd be the promotion of the Union's goats 
and the protection of its interests, it shoutd respect the principtes and 
cannot affect the otryHA An additionat condition is that it
can be introduced onty as a tast resort when the ptanned cooperation 
cannot be reatized on the basis of other rutes of the Treaties as wett as the 
majority of Member States (to be returned to tater concerning the Treaty 
of Nice shoutd participate). The Treaty uses a method atready introduced 
in the third stage of EMU in the Councit to sotve regulatory problems 
emerging in the fietd of ctoser cooperation. Accordingly, non
participating Member States shat) participate in the debates but onty those 
Member States are entitled to vote that participate in the ctoser 
cooperation, and it is them who also bear the additionat costs incurred in 
rctation.

tn the pittar of the European Community, the rutes of closer 
cooperation are defined in Article 11. The aforementioned conditions are 
complemented here by that the ctoser cooperation may not affect the 
atready existing poticies and actions of the EC and the Union citizenship, 
it may not btock commerce and competition among Member States, as 
wet) as the protocot related to the Schengen aciynA, which (as per the TA) 
it was transferred to the first pittar from the third one. !n the first pittar, 
ctoser cooperation is decided upon by the Councit via qualified majority 
in consultation procedure except if a Member State raises objections, in 
which case the issue is deatt with by the European Councit. After the 
starting of ctoser cooperation in a new policy area, any Member State can 
join, this act being decided upon by the Commission.

The conditions and procedures of ctoser cooperation to be introduced 
in the third pittar arc simitar to those outlined above. However, a 
difference is that the submission is sent to the European Parhament for 
information when the start of cooperation is initiated, as wet) as that the 
Council may decide on keeping the initiative pending, which decision 
must be exptained and a date must be set to revise this decision.

Therefore, the Treaty of Amsterdam lays down the conditions of 
starting ctoser cooperation and it atso defines briefly how 'latecomers' 
can join. However, there has been no example for the application of
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these provisions, at) the more because the Treaty of Amsterdam had 
hardty been ratified ()999) when a newer Intergovernmenta) 
Conference of the European Union started ()4 February 2000), the 
main objective of which being to render the institutiona) system to 
receive the new Member States. This wideiy mentioned institutiona) 
reform has been on the agenda for a tong time but the perspective is in 
the near future, 25-27 Member States wit) probabty participate in a 
decision making system originatty designer for six, urged the current 
fifteen Member States to act.

Originatty, the agenda of the tntergovernmentat Conference did not 
contain the issue of ctoser cooperation, the primary aim being the 
setttement of the issues of the so-catted 'Amsterdam remainders', i.e. the 
detegation to the European Commission, the redistribution of the voting 
weights of the Counci] and the extension of the issues that can be decided 
upon by quatified majority'^. The Conference had proceeded according to 
the ptanned agenda unti) May 2000 when Joschka Fischer, the German 
Foreign Minister, gave his famous address at the Ftumbotdt University in 
Berhn, disetosed his ideas concerning the Union's future: the debate on 
the Union's future and fcdcratism flared up again. Since apart from the 
above, the tatk atso addressed the issue of ctoser cooperation (Fischer 
atso tatked about a vanguard, the 'putting power' of integration, not 
exaetty defining which Member States he was tatking about), the issue 
that had been considered etosed was atso added to the agenda of the 
tntergovernmentat Conference. The debate between the Member States 
heated up again: Member States that had 'integrated tess' by then in some 
poticy areas (Denmark, Spain, Sweden and the UK) intensety chattenged 
the extension of the possibitities of differentiated integration, white 
Greece considered just the opposite, the starting of procedures 
reinforcing the creation of cohesion between Member States, to be 
practicat. Debates have been etosed since then, the Treaty of Nice has 
been accepted, and after the ratification process is over, the fottowing 
provisions enter into force.

According to the new amendment of the Treaty on the European 
Union, ctoser cooperation was renamed enhanced cooperation. Genera) 
provisions are in Tittc VH (Artictes 43 to 45) of the Treaty, which seem 
to increase the severity of the conditions specified in the Treaty of 
Amsterdam atso by that the conditions that had formerty apptied to the 
EC pittar onty now retevant in the case of enhanced cooperation to be
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introduced in aH pittars of the EU. Such a cooperation must remain within 
the Union's or the Community's scope, and may not affect the areas 
beionging to the Community's exclusive competence, may not distort 
competition and commerce among Member States (this expression was 
included among the conditions of the EC pillar in the case of the 
Amsterdam amendment), and may not threaten the operation of the singic 
market and economic and sociai cohesion. These further statements 
narrow the possible areas of enhanced cooperation more seriousiy than 
before, since there is a iow number of poiiticy areas that can be newiy 
introduced and do not affect these principies and aspirations. The 
condition that this sotution can be applied only as a last resort is laid 
down in a separate paragraph and the Council must decide that there is no 
way to start the planned cooperation in the entirety of the Union. At the 
same time, laying down that eight Member States may start such an 
initiative (which will not mean the majority of the Member States after 
the extension of the union, moreover, less than one third of them in the 
case of the Union of 25) means a simplification compared to the 
Amsterdam conditions. When introducing enhanced cooperation, the 
procedure is similar to the Amsterdam regulation and is open to those 
Member States not participating therein in the same way. To prevent a 
legally unclear situation, the Treaty of Nice specifies that the legislation 
to be created under the enhanced cooperation, although they are 
mandatory for participating Member States, are not part of the

The procedure for enhanced cooperation within the pillar of the 
European Community changes little compared to the closer cooperation of 
Amsterdam. Pursuant to the new provisions, the Member States may 
initiate with the Commission to submit the relevant draft to the Council. 
And the Parliament's area of competence is widened in this respect in such 
a way that in the event such initiative is taken in areas falling under co
decision process, the enhanced cooperation must also be decided upon 
according to the rules of this procedure.

In relation to the third pillar, cooperation in internal affairs, we can 
discover peculiar innovations in the Treaty of Nice, it is not only the 
Commission that is entitled to start enhanced cooperation. The reason is 
that in the event Member States take such an initiative within the third 
pillar, and the Commission does not submit a proposal to the Ministers, 
the Member States may do it themselves. In both cases, the Council
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decides by qualified majority, and on the request of a Member State, the 
issue can be transferred to the European Council. The Council decides 
upon the joining of a new Member State to the area of enhanced 
cooperation.

The real innovation of the Treaty of Nice concerning enhanced 
cooperation is its application to the second pillar. In this area, separate 
conditions apply to the starting of enhanced cooperation: it must respect 
the previously established principles, objectives and consistency of 
common foreign and security policy, the consistency between the 
Union's policies and international activities, as well as it cannot be 
applied in questions affecting military or defence issues. The procedure 
is started on the request of a Member State and on the proposal of the 
Commission, and after having informed the Parliament, the Council 
decides by qualified majority. Later, Member States wishing to join the 
cooperation may do so in a manner similar to the procedure known from 
the third pillar.

Table 1
Comparative tabte of the provisions of the Treaties of Amsterdam and Nice 

concerning the conditions of introducing closer or enhanced cooperation
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Table ] (continue)

2. Possibíc arcas oí appíicatíon oí the enhanced 
cooperation

After having reviewed the contractua) conditions of cioser or enhanced 
cooperation and their detaiis, it is worth examining the question that in 
what policy areas the cooperation of different depth of the Member States 
are possibilities within the institutional system of the European Union. 
Such an examination can be conducted from two points of view: Erst, 
relying on the provisions of the treaties, it is worth specifying in what



areas the enhanced cooperation is allowed /eg#//v, and secondty, what is 
possible/7o//?/c-#//y. We can step on shaky ground mainly in this tatter fietd 
since we can primarity rety on pohtica) statements, and atthough Milner- 
Kolliker assumes that Member State preferences do not undergo rapid 
changes in this respect, the enlargement with ten new members brings 
fundamental changes to this's.

!n the case of /eg#/ criteria, i.e. those laid down in the basic treaties, 
it is primarily worth reviewing in respect of the enhanced cooperation the 
general rules relative to all three criteria among the Nice provisions of the 
EU Treaty, in case we wish to identify the possible areas, we have to 
examine the provisions outside the general conceptual conditions 
(strengthening of the Union, respect lor the principles, the institutions 
and the airy#/.?) and the general rules of procedure (can be started by 
Member States, respect for the rights of non-participating Member 
States, permanent possibility of joining, use as a last resort). In other 
words, what do the exclusive sphere of competence of the Community, 
the threatening of the single market and the economic and social 
cohesion, and the distortion of commerce and competition mean? 
(Among the conditions, the one related to the Schengen provisions seems 
the most specific.)

For the time being, there is no unambiguous regulation or position 
concerning the exclusive competence of the Communities. Despite, it 
can be established from a communication of the European Commission 
and from later analyses'^ that the following areas of regulation are 
classified here:

* Free movement of goods, services, capital and labour
* Common commercial policy
* Competition policy
* Agriculture and fishing
* Common trade policy
* Monetary policy
* Common visa policy.

Thus, the fact that commercial and competition policies belong to 
exclusive sphere of competence, actually doubly excludes the formation 
of enhanced cooperation among contractual conditions. The new Nice 
condition concerning economic and social cohesion is a rule these 
relations of which must be clarified by latter examinations.
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In the second pillar, as a specific criterion, the Treaty of Nice excludes 
the application of enhanced cooperation in issues with military 
consequences or belonging to the field of defence policy. There remains 
one of the most problematic second-pillar area of the European Union: 
foreign policy. In principle, enhanced cooperation is possible in this field; 
however, there is a possibility to abstain from some decisions, originating 
in the Treaty of Amsterdam, namely co/?.s7n;c7/v(? According to
Article 23, in the event any member of the Council abstains at a 
unanimuos voting, and gives formal reason thereof, the decision taken is 
mandatory for the Union but not for the given Member State. The 
abstaining Member State merely undertakes not to act contrary to the 
decision accepted by the others. Obviously, according to the principles of 
weighted percentages of voting, the number of abstaining Member States 
may not exceed that of the blocking minority. Thus, some decisions can be 
taken with the abstention of some Member States even in the case of the 
second pillar preferring intergovernmental, i.e. unanimous voting. 
Enhanced cooperation has a chance if a group of Member States commit 
themselves to not only ad hoc decisions but to the starting of a policy 
related to this pillar (excluding military and defence).

In the case of cooperation in police and judicial cooperation in 
criminal cases, belonging to the third pillar, apart from genera) barriers, 
starting enhanced cooperation requires only the respect of the objectives 
of the third pillar and hard to define condition that these tools must be used 
to attain the area of freedom, security and justice. With this, none of the 
competencies of the third pillar can really be excluded from starting the 
enhanced cooperation.

The second main question, the assessment of the /w/fz/c;?/ possibilities of 
enhanced cooperation is a difficult task. The reason is that after the 
contractual provisions reviewed above, the inclination of Member States 
must be examined here, for which we have only empirical data and 
surveys. The task is rendered more difficult by the fact that the lack of 
inclination of Member States to introduce a policy is combined with the 
incapability thereto, which problem will probably increase in the Union 
after the eastern enlargement. Despite, in respect of the current fifteen 
Member States, the analyses of provide important
information concerning which Member States can at all be regarded as 
engines of enhanced cooperation and in what policy areas. Later, it will be
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worth surveying the inchnation of the new Member States as wcii, 
aithough these Member States must first find their ptaces and identify their 
interests within the institutiona) system of the EU. For the time being, 
Poiand shows unambiguous signs of increasing the number of the most 
miiitant Euro sceptics among the Member States.

According to Deubner's survey, the most varied Member State 
coaiitions in the most varied fields are conceivable within the frames of 
the first pillar. For example, Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands 
would advance in environmental protection, Germany and Denmark in 
employment policy, the Netherlands, Denmark and Italy in the protection 
of intellectual property rights, and Germany and Spain in education. In the 
case of the second pillar, the common foreign and security policy, 
differences show in respect of not the areas but the methods of 
cooperation. In the case of the third pillar, general reservations were 
formulated by the traditionally abstaining Denmark, Ireland and the UK.

3. Enhanced cooperation and the future of the European
Union

Starting from the analysis of the past and discussing current 
developments, this paper is still about the future of the European Union. 
What will be the European Union, probably having ten new members, 
like? Will the institutional system be working in the form set by the Treaty 
of Nice without the possibilities and methods of differentiated integration 
discussed above receiving special attention? In case enhanced cooperation 
spreads in the European Union of 25, will it really be a tool for developing 
integration or will it reinforce processes of disintegration, the permanent 
lagging behind of the more underdeveloped ones?

1 try to outline three scenarios concerning the above that might 
characterize the EU after the eastern enlargement. In describing the three 
perspectives, 1 f o l l o w i s  system on the different models of 
differentiated integration-'.

-  The Erst possible scenario is the version of multi-speed Europe, 
which means that everything remains the same. This scenario 
emphasizes that cooperation with the participation of all member 
states. In this case it is only a question of time and the aim of the 
EU is to preserve and maintain unity; differentiated integration is
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on!y about the latecoming of some Member States. There remains 
the Member States' endeavour to preserve the origina] meaning of 
the integration process and the Member States of the EU continue 
to strive to initiate and introduce Community poiicies to a)t Member 
States which wii) be abie to join them within a medium term. 
Obviousiy, it can be a process driven by not oniy the nobic idea of 
integration: the Nice form of enhanced cooperation makes it possibie 
for Member States not wishing to a)tow the endeavours of others 
to cooperate in an enhanced way to request equivocat voting or form 
a btocking minority in case of quahfied majority. !t is possibie that 
there witt atso be a minimum need for more devetoped Member 
States to start such initiatives. In this case, the European Union 
preserves the characteristics it currentty has: by compromises 
fighted with the utmost difficutty, it maintains its aspiration to 
promote cohesion and ensure the devetopment of the Union.
The second version is the Europe of concentric circles. In this case, 
it can be assumed that enhanced cooperation is realized in many 
areas of Community policy, and generally the same countries form 
the group introduce these measures. However, this mode) assumes 
that laggards are always the same; it assumes a developed centra) 
ring that tightens interconnections, white the others remain 
permanentty on the outside. It is mentioned many times even today 
that the engine, the 'core' of the European Union is operated by the 
traditiona) German-French axis, to which Benelux states join in 
most cases. They could make the internal ring of the European 
Union which is always capable of tightening the integration and 
without their participation there has been no progress in any 
Community policy whatsoever. The rest, the second (third, etc.) 
rings go after the others in time, but it is also possible that some 
countries wit! be left out permanently from some policies (except 
the ones already in force). In this case, the Union remains 
transparent but the principte of cohesion is seriously damaged and 
the differences of development that used to exist between states are 
stabilized, within and outside the union within the borders.

-  The model of a la carte Europe as a third version atso assumes that 
Member States will increasingly apply the method of enhanced 
cooperation. The States participate in various policies with different 
intensity and the number and sphere of participating Member
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States atso changes, hi this case, besides the surviva) of already 
operating areas of cooperation, the European Union witt become a 
set of Member State networks cooperating in individua) poiicies, 
which wit) make cooperation difficult, and it witt affect the operation 
of the Court of Justice, thus legal security and transparency as wet). 
Continuous joining to the poticies of enhanced cooperation and the 
permanent change of networks showing a varied picture anyway 
woutd make the situation more difficutt. 

tt is possibte that in the near future, we receive an answer to the above 
questions concerning the possibitities to imptement differentiated 
integration in practice. The thoughts raised by Joschka Fischer in May 
2000 on the future of the European Union influenced not onty the 
participants of the IGC preparing the Treaty of Nice but a pubtic debate 
aroused on the issues of differentiated integration as wett as on the genera) 
future of the EU. The Laekcn Summit from t4 to 15 December 2001 
closing the Belgian presidency added a new initiative to comments 
received from citizens. The document attached to the conclusions of the 
Council of Europe titled 'Declaration on the Future of the European 
Union"- lays sets the summoning of a Convention in which delegates-^ 
may prepare a document that outlines proposals to solve the most urgent 
problems of the EU (competencies of the EU, simplification of decision
making, efficiency, reduced the democratic deficit, etc.). The proposal can 
be prepared by the Convent, at the next Intergovernmental Conference, 
and leads to the adoption of a European Constitution, which will 
fundamentally determine the new model of cooperation, and can also 
provide an answer as to the feasibility of the scenarios of differentiated 
integration outlined above.
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RESÜMEE

Differenzierte Kooperation in der Europäischen Union

KRtSZTtNAARATÖ

Bei einer Anatyse der Institutionen, Fachpoiitiken und Entscheidungs
prozesse werden in der Reget die Auswirkungen und die Natur des 
Integrationsprozesses sowie die Konflikte aus der europäisches Einheit 
untersucht. Besonders seit den neunziger Jahren können aber in der 
Union Formen der Zusammenarbeit zwischen den Mitghedstaaten 
beobachtet werden, die unterschiedlicher Quahtät und Natur sind.

In den Römischen Verträgen und in der Einheithchen Europäischen 
Akte vorerst nur eingeschränkt, im Maastrichter Vertrag besonders im 
Bereich des Soziaten und der Währungsunion sind dann die Zeichen der 
sog. differenzierten Zusammenarbeit stärker feststellbar. Die Verträge von 
Amsterdam und Nizza fuhren die Kategorien der engeren bzw. 
differenzierten Zusammenarbeit ein, wonach die fachpotitischen 
Entscheidungen für die Mitghedstaaten nicht in gteichem Maße gehen.

Da es zur praktischen Einführung dieser Mechanismen bisher noch 
nicht gekommen ist, können die zu ziehenden Schtüsse nur einen speku- 
tativen Charakter haben. Die Osterweiterung kann die konkrete Nutzung 
dieser rechthchen Möghchkeiten notwendig machen. Es ist noch nicht 
abzusehen, ob sich dadurch die grundsätzhehe Natur der Europäischen 
Union ändemt, die grundsätzhehe Eigenschaft, wie das Streben nach 
Einheit, nach Schaffung der wirtschafthchen und soziaten Kohäsion, bzw. 
die Absicht zur Bewahrung der bisherigen Ergebnisse erhaben bteiben.
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